
My Crown 1811 

Chapter 1811 Within His Grasp 

“What were you telling me?” Mo Lian turned to look at the Little Despot. 

Yet at this time, the door behind him was opening automatically with loud clacks. Soon afterwards, it 

swung wide open in front of him. 

The Little Despot was a bit flabbergasted for a 

moment. 

Just now, he had wanted to tell Mo Lian that he would become as miserable as him if he was to 

randomly mess with the stars on this door. 

Because at the beginning, he too had tried to open this door. He had also gone about it blindly. 

Originally, he was able to open a crack in the doorway when he used his full strength. Yet who knew that 

randomly messing around with the door would make it several million pounds heavier. 

He only discovered this later, that you would increase the door’s weight if you randomly moved the 

stars on this door. 

B-But how did this Crown Prince Mo figure it out? 

Besides, didn’t he break this door’s seal too quickly? 

The Little Despot opened his mouth and 

know how these stars on the door were ordered originally?” 

“You didn’t walk through the sky of stars earlier?” 

“I did.” The Little Despot frowned. “But so what. What the hell does walking through the 

Tsk, this person was absurd! 

“You just have to walk through the sky of stars.” Crown Prince Mo smiled faintly at him. 

The Little Despot took exception to this statement and turned away. Afterwards, he widened his eyes in 

realization. “You don’t mean to tell me that the order and layout in the sky of stars is the same as what 

is on this door?” 

Mo Lian nodded. “Precisely.” 

The Little Despot was astonished, and he looked Mo Lian up and down as if the latter were a monster. 

“You? Don’t tell me that you remember every order and arrangement of the stars in the sky of stars?” 

“What else would it be then?” Mo Lian swept the Little Despot a collected gaze. 

The Little Despot was unable to respond. 

What else could he say? This person’s memory was a bit too absurd? 



It wasn’t like he hadn’t been to the sky of stars. Stars that looked the same covered the heavens and the 

earth. It was simply unable to tell one from the other! 

His memorization abilities were simply unprecedented if he could remember all of the star’s original 

positions. 

Mo Lian smiled faintly when he glimpsed the Little Despot hanging his head dejectedly. He patted the 

latter’s head and coaxed, “You know what to do if you want to leave?” 

The Little Despot nearly jumped up and hollered furiously, “Wh-Who wants to leave? Humph! Never had 

the thought.” 

“Oh, then I’ll bid my farewell here.” Mo Lian waved at him and turned to look at the Luo Brothers who 

had run over. He said with a nod, “Let’s go.” 

The Little Despot couldn’t help getting agitated seeing that he was about to leave him behind without 

any hesitation. His voice was tinged with anger as he shouted, “Wait!” 

Not only did this darn brat brazenly pat his head, he was even planning to abandon him without saying 

another word? 

“I’m leaving with you guys!” 

The Luo Brothers immediately extended their boundless welcome. “Little Despot, it’s great that you can 

join us. Remember to be more courteous to Boss in the future!” 

“Let’s talk after going out.” Mo Lian was the first to step through this doorway ornamented with stars. 

Chapter 1812 Being All That 

“Wait! Wait for me!” A weak voice came from behind. 

Mo Lian turned around to see Dao Wuji scrambling over in a sorry state. 

His face was completely green, and he was in a mess. The giant morning glory had covered his whole 

body with its green and gooey spit, and his hair had flopped down onto his shoulders. He looked just like 

he had gone through the wringer several thousand times. 

He was chased by a giant morning glory that kept chomping after him. It flashed its serrated teeth as it 

coasted over with its branches. 

Dao Wuji scampered over in zigzags and hugged Mo Lian’s thigh at once, crying, “Big Bro, Big Bro save 

me.” 

Everybody looked at him speechlessly. How could this old brat call him “Big Bro” so seamlessly?/1 

No matter how young you looked, you were an old geezer more than one hundred years old. Aren’t you 

too shameless calling a twenty or so young lad “Big Bro!” 

Yet Dao Wuji didn’t mind this. He hastily locked his arms around Mo Lian’s thigh and howled, “Big Bro, 

bring me with you, Big Bro!” 

The Little Despot kicked his butt. “Get up!” 



He was embarrassing them with his blubbering! 

Mo Lian squinted at the giant morning glory that was gliding over with its branches, and he produced a 

thread of sacred fire in his 

palm. 

The black flame suddenly drifted above the giant morning glory’s head. It did not descend but emitted a 

horrifying pressure that was characteristic of the sacred-rank. 

“Submit or die.” Mo Lian’s voice was ice-cold. 

“Chigoo.” The giant morning glory spit out sticky fluid and flashed its steely teeth. 

The black fire above its head started combusting with a whoosh before it could 

next second. 

“Chigoo!” The giant morning glory retracted its branches and promptly hid its steely teeth. 

It shook its giant morning glory flower and wriggled its branches before suddenly starting to shrink. Only 

after reaching the size of a human fist did it start bouncing toward Mo Lian while waving its branches. 

Discretion is the better part of valor. A flower who understands the times is a wise flower! 

This man who could manipulate sacred fire felt very scary. It was better to surrender… 

Mo Lian extended his hand with an open palm. 

The tiny morning glory hopped into his palm and squirmed its small body to ingratiate itself with Mo 

Lian. 

“What do you want this man-eating flower for?” The Little Despot glanced at it with 

Dao Wuji, who was still covered with its green sticky spit, concurred. “It’s useless besides being able to 

spit poison.” 

Mo Lian swept them a glance. “What do you bachelors know.” 

Qiaoqiao would definitely like it! 

If his wifey found this man-eating flower ugly, she could also incorporate it into medicine! 

If the man-eating flower were to know the crown prince’s thoughts, it would definitely bite him to 

death. 

How do you have the cheek to incorporate a poisonous flower that was close to cultivating to the sacred 

realm into medicine? 

The crown prince ignored the Little Despot after this and tossed the man-eating flower onto his shoulder 

before walking off. 

The Little Despot glanced at Feng Chen. “What does that squirt mean?” 



“It means you don’t have a wife.” The Venerable Peach Blossom Immortal looked at the Little Despot 

with sympathy. “But it’s impossible for you to have one with that small body of yours.” 

The Little Despot’s face had turned green from these digs! 

A wife, a wife. Does having a wife make you all that! 

Chapter 1813 I’m Gonna Kill Your Wife 

Just wait until he killed that brat’s wife once they left this place. It’s his fault for showing off his wife all 

the time! 

Let’s see how you can continue to show off when you lose your wife! 

The Venerable Peach Blossom Immortal tossed the Little Despot’s begrudging expression to the back of 

his mind, and he followed Mo Lian out. After exiting the Punishment Tower, they were drifting in a black 

void. 

They had yet to discover any passageways in this unknown dimension, and they couldn’t tell where they 

were from the pitch-black darkness. 

The Little Despot snorted, “Even though you cleared the Punishment Tower, that doesn’t mean that 

Heavenly Law will let you off easily.” 

From the start, monsters like you shouldn’t exist, right? 

Mo Lian swiped his hand and meticulously covered his head with something that looked like a helmet. 

The Little Despot stared at him in puzzlement. “What the heck is this?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the crack of thunder could be heard in this void. 

Before everybody could react, a lightning bolt struck their bodies from above with a crack. 

“Puh…” Dao Wuji puffed out a black cloud of smoke. His face had been burnt black from the lightning 

“Why did you strike me??” Dao Wuji yelled aggrievedly while pointing fingers at the sky. 

Afterwards, another thunderbolt struck him flat to the ground. 

All the gatekeepers that ran off with Crown Prince Mo also got implicated. 

This included the Little Despot, the Luo Brothers, the gaunt mendicant, the Gingko Immortal, and the 

Peony Immortal. They all suffered from this stroke of bad luck! 

A flurry of thunderbolts bombarded their bodies. 

Heavenly Law was furious, seemingly wanting to electrocute these traitors to death. 

Meanwhile, Crown Prince Mo was leisurely standing on the sidelines. That helmet on his head perfectly 

deflected all the thunderbolts for him. 

Mo Lian sighed with a shake of his head when he saw the group jumping around dodging thunderbolts. 

What a pitiful lot. 



You didn’t know that Heavenly Law would go ballistic? How could it not crack down on them when so 

many people left the Punishment Tower at once? 

Tsk, the guts they had to leave the Punishment Tower with him without any defensive equipment… 

They deserved this bad luck. 

Crown Prince Mo shook his wrinkle-free sleeve before turning around nonchalantly to walk into the 

depths of the void. 

He wondered which unknown dimension or star domain they were in. As long as he could find a 

passageway connecting to Shuntian Prefecture, he should be able to reunite with his wifey very soon! 

However… 

The crown prince knitted his brows. Finding this passageway might be a challenge. –The crown prince’s 

section break– 

COV 

As for Qiao Mu’s group, their days became relaxing after they returned to the Lava Mountain Range. 

Who knows whether it was because their screwy mentors were finally pricked by a conscience, but their 

dirt houses got renovated ever since they returned to the academy. 

Of course, the repairs weren’t going to be that great, but it was an upgrade from their dirt houses. At 

least their dorms now had tiled roofs and were fully furnished. 

The five spirit specialty mentors took turns instructing them on how to exhibit their spiritual energy to 

the max during battle. 

Thus, three months passed by quietly but stressfully. Aside from cultivating, Qiao Mu refined pills and 

drew talismans in her free time. 

On this day, the eight of them were fighting in mock battles when their elusive dean finally appeared 

after going missing for three months. He also brought back news pertaining to the academy ranking 

competition. 

Chapter 1814 Change to the Preliminaries 

“There are big changes to this time’s academy ranking competition. The mass selection at the beginning 

has been canceled.” Yun Cong informed them, “The top three academies of the last Six Prefectures’ 

ranking competition, Shuntian Prefecture’s Sunlight Academy, Anyi Prefecture’s Jiaqing Academy, and 

Polan Prefecture’s Godsend Academy, have finalized the new proposal.” 

“They have decided to have all students entering the competition combine forces to eradicate a zombie 

base in Polan Prefecture’s Mount Tai.” 

“This zombie base had slowly taken root three years ago. Because it was not eradicated at first notice, 

several hundred thousand zombies have probably congregated there by now.” Qi Xuanxuan and others 

drastically changed their expressions at Yun Cong’s words. 



“But for some reason, the zombies inside Mount Tai don’t leave the area and just hole up inside.” 

“Polan Prefecture’s Prefecture Lord has sponsored one million spirit currency for the Six Prefectures’ 

various forces to make a clear sweep of this zombie base.” Yun Cong smiled faintly, “Godsend Academy 

then suggested to change the academy competition’s preliminary mass selection this time to a zombie-

eliminating contest.” 

“The time limit is 15 days. The more zombies you eliminate, the more likely you will advance to the next 

round.” 

Qi Xuanxuan and the others were peeved at this revelation. “Oh, it’s the Prefecture Lord who is offering 

one million spirit currency for people to eliminate zombies, yet that Godsend Academy has assumed this 

task on our behalf. Then how about payment?” 

“Yes, of course.” Yun Cong nodded. “You can rest assured on this point. Even if Polan Prefecture refuses 

to pay up, we mentors will demand payment for you.” 

You’re making it sound like we’re relying on this remuneration for daily spending… 

Qiaoqiao rubbed her petite nose expressionlessly and was about to leave when Yun Cong called her. 

“Qiaoqiao, come with 

me.” 

Qiao Mu left the training grounds with Yun Cong and followed him all the way to Academy Peak’s cliff. 

Yun Cong turned around to look at her before he asked with a smile, “How have these three months at 

the academy been?” 

Qiao Mu nodded slightly to show that it was barely passable! 

Yun Cong couldn’t help but smile while looking at her. “What plans do you have?” 

Qiao Mu answered collectedly, “I want to participate in the academy ranking competition.” Not only was 

she going to participate, she was going to contend vigorously so that she could obtain the privilege of 

going to Blinsheet Island. 

After that… 

She was going to see if the spiritual energy in that island’s spiritual domain was sufficient for Qiuqiu’s 

absorption! If it wasn’t, then she would think of something else! 

She wanted Qiuqiu to get better. She could do anything for Qiuqiu. Let alone a base with one hundred 

thousand zombies, she didn’t mind even if she had to charge into a base with one million of them! 

Yun Cong chuckled with a nod. “I meant to say that, I recently heard that your…” 

“Dean.” The fire spirit specialty mentor came in in a hurry and interrupted Yun Cong’s words. “Dean, 

Master Wuyan has come back.” 

“Oh, quickly lead him over,” Yun Cong instructed quickly. He then turned to nod at Qiao Mu. “Go back 

first.” 



Qiao Mu understood that Yun Cong was busy and quickly left with a nod. 

Actually, Yun Cong had wanted to tell her that he had heard that her senior sisters from the Holy Water 

Sect were currently based in Polan Prefecture. He was going to ask if she planned to go see them. 

Unfortunately, he got interrupted before he could tell her. 

Yun Cong hastily returned to Moyun Cliff. At once, he saw a white-haired elder sipping tea quietly at the 

small table inside his room. 

Chapter 1815 Confidence! 

“Master Wuyan.” Yun Cong cupped his hands toward the elder. 

The elder stood up with a smile and returned the greeting. “Dean Yun, it’s been almost half a year since 

we last met. This old man heard that Apex Academy accepted several rather outstanding students this 

year? I have to congratulate Dean Yun.” 

Yun Cong waved it off with a smile. “They’re all worrisome children.” 

“Has Master found the required medicinal enhancer during your trip this time?” 

The elder brooded. “This old man traveled day and night upon hearing news of the blood vermilion fruit. 

But unfortunately, I could not even catch a glimpse of it.” 

Yun Cong sighed. “Do you absolutely require the blood vermilion fruit as a medicinal enhancer for that 

pill? Can you substitute it for something else?” “Something else?” Master Wuyan heaved a long sigh. 

“The alternatives are even harder to acquire. The longeval fruit, phoenix blood, or a naga pearl would 

certainly improve the effect, but where would I find these things?” 

Yun Cong was struck speechless, and it took him some time to react with a nod. “Master, could you 

please examine those four spiritual medicines on Blazing Vigor Peak.” 

“Okay.” After returning from his search for sacred medicine, Master Wuyan was also thinking of those 

four stalks of spiritual medicine. 

When Qiao Mu returned to the training grounds, Zhou Danjin was in the middle of a passionate speech. 

“Students, an opportunity has presented itself! Whether our academy rises to the top or continues to be 

dormant is all in your hands.” 

“There is some distance between Polan Prefecture and our Shuntian Prefecture, so it will take seven or 

eight days even by boat. Hence, we mentors have unanimously set our departure for three days later! 

Go and prepare yourselves well for this journey.” 

“There are unfathomable dangers on the sea, so make sure to bring ample food and water.” 

Zhou Danjin dismissed everyone after finishing his spiel. 

Qi Xuanxuan asked Qiao Mu while holding on to the latter’s arm, “Qiaoqiao, say, what do you think is up 

with this academy ranking competition? Why do they want us to go to Polan Prefecture and do such a 

dangerous thing as eradicating zombies?” 



“What else could it be? They want to pocket that one million spirit currency themselves.” Ma Ta 

scowled, “Not only will they have handy student labor by doing this, but they can even save on wages. 

How good is that.” 

“After we students finish eliminating those zombies, they can also enter the mountains to harvest herbs 

and hunt beasts. How is that for killing two birds with one stone?” 

Qiao Mu remained collected. “Then let’s think of a way to plunder all the resources on that whatever 

Mount Tai. It’ll be fine as long as we don’t leave them even a single straw.” 

Qi Xuanxuan and the others exchanged glances. They really wanted to ask Qiaoqiao where her 

confidence came from. 

She didn’t even know how big that mountain was, yet she was already talking of plundering the whole 

lot. It was kind of comical! 

Duanmu Qing coughed lightly and also put in his two cents. “Actually, I feel that Qiaoqiao’s proposal is 

feasible. Qiaoqiao has summoning talismans, so…” 

Suddenly, Qiao Mu’s eyes lit up. She hastily fished out several summoning talismans from her pocket 

and passed them out. “You guys try and see if you can summon anything.” 

Qi Xuanxuan was excited. “We can summon another beast?” 

Qiao Mu nodded. “You should be able to.” 

Speaking of which, she hadn’t tried summoning in a long time. She suspected that she wouldn’t be able 

to before advancing past yellow-level great talisman practitioner. 

el 

As she was pondering, a bright light shone from Qi Xuanxuan’s hands. 

Chapter 1816 Miffed 

“Roar!” 

“Howl—” 

Roars and howls entered Qiao Mu’s ears nonstop as Qi Xuanxuan, the little fatty, Duanmu Qing, Ma Ta, 

Hua Tao, Lu Yu, and Jiang Shaoxin summoned seven ferocious beasts of various shapes and sizes. 

The mighty ferocious beasts had surrounded the party. 

“My Heavens, mine is an overlord tiger. So tall and robust! Mamma mia.” The little fatty’s fussy voice 

drew Qiao Mu’s attention. 

“Look at my polar bear. Isn’t it too cute.” 

Qiao Mu rubbed the belly of Qi Xuanxuan’s polar bear with a complicated sigh. 

Qi Xuanxuan also stroked the big bear happily. “Heavens, Qiaoqiao, I really summoned another bear. 

This summoning talisman really is miraculous. And look, it isn’t at a low level either…” 



Qiao Mu peered at her. 

“Humph!” 

Qi Xuanxuan and the rest were bewildered by how the little stoic stomped off in a huff. 

“What’s up with Qiaoqiao?” Qi Xuanxuan turned to the little fatty. 

The latter shook his head puzzledly. “I dunno.” 

This temperamental little fellow suddenly became unhappy. 

Shouldn’t she be very happy that they summoned so many ferocious beasts? 

“It might be that the ferocious beasts we summoned don’t suit her aesthetics?” Ma Ta speculated. 

“That couldn’t be.” 

“I saw that Qiaoqiao rather liked my polar bear. She even stroked it just now!” 

“Mhm-hm.” 

Qiao Mu turned a deaf ear to the discussion going on behind her. 

However, she seemed to think of something halfway and turned back. She then tossed them several 

storage talismans with a poker face./ please keep reading on Myb0xn0vel(d0t)c0m. 

It wasn’t good for so many beasts to swagger beside them, right? Passersby would feel immense 

pressure seeing them. 

“Qiaoqiao, do we put our summoned beasts into the storage talisman?” 

Qiao Mu scoffed at Ma Ta’s “stupid” question. 

“Humph!” She gave him another harrumph and flicked her sleeves, walking off without a word. 

Everybody looked at each other in bewilderment. 

Ma Ta coughed lightly and remarked, “Did you guys notice that Qiaoqiao is suddenly in a bad mood? Do 

you guys know why.” 

“Didn’t we notice just earlier?” Qi Xuanxuan gruffly rolled her eyes at him. “If you don’t know why 

Qiaoqiao is in a bad mood, do you think I will?” 

“This won’t do. We should go console her. Look, Qiaoqiao gave us so many good things. We should at 

least express our gratitude.” 

“How do you want to do that?” 

“I plan to bring my overlord tiger over for her to see again.” The little fatty answered earnestly. 

The main thing was that he wanted to go ask the little stoic how long this overlord tiger would stay? 

Was it possible that these summoned beasts would vanish before they even ascended Mount Tai? 



Qi Xuanxuan glared at him irritably when she heard what he said. “Are you dumb? Didn’t you notice that 

Qiaoqiao didn’t like your overlord tiger?” 

“Ah?” 

Qi Xuanxuan analyzed, “It must be that the overlord tiger looks ugly and is an eyesore. That’s why she 

looks miffed.” 

The others glances before blurting out in unison, “How is it ugly??!” 

Duanmu Qing broke into speechless laughter. “I feel that it’s more like Qiaoqiao is envious of how we 

summoned so many large and ferocious beasts.” 

Chapter 1817 Envious… 

“Haven’t you guys noticed?” Duanmu Qing coughed lightly, “Qiaoqiao’s complicated expression earlier 

was clearly…” “A case of sour grapes!” Ma Ta took over from Duanmu Qing. 

Yet Qi Xuanxuan promptly whacked the back of his head. “Wild talk!” 

“Forget it, you’re thinking the same too.” Ma Ta grumpily shot Qi Xuanxuan a look while rubbing the 

back of his head. 

“Humph. I could care less talking to you guys. How could Qiaoqiao be envious of us. See how many 

beasts she…” Qi Xuanxuan suddenly broke off. 

“You’ve finally noticed.” Ma Ta stroked his chin and chuckled, “The little stoic’s beasts are all chibi-sized! 

Cute and adorable! How could their charisma compare to that of our summoned beasts?” 

“Phooey, Qiaoqiao’s are all divine beast and sacred beasts.” 

But it couldn’t be helped that even the sacred beasts were so cute. 

“Do you recall how much Qiaoqiao likes that big snow leopard! Maybe, Qiaoqiao is never able to 

summon a beast she is satisfied with!” Ma Ta bantered with this analysis. 

“You!” Qi Xuanxuan pointed at him before suddenly dissolving into laughter. “I think you’re spot on.” 

Everyone couldn’t help laughing out loud. 

Ma Ta rolled his eyes at them. “Remember my words if you don’t want your good days to end. 

Absolutely do not show off your beasts in front of Qiaoqiao.” 

“Mhm, mhm. I will only summon my bear as a last resort.” Qi Xuanxuan clutched her storage talisman 

delightedly. She simply couldn’t contain her happiness. 

Not just any person could own a storage talisman. 

She also checked earlier and discovered that these storage talismans Qiaoqiao gave them were 

extremely large. After putting her polar bear inside, there was still a huge amount of space for her to 

store a lot of supplies. 



Everybody exultantly returned to their rooms and slept soundly until dawn. They felt extremely 

refreshed after waking up. 

When Qi Xuanxuan opened her door, she saw that Qiaoqiao had just finished washing up. The latter 

walked past her expressionlessly. 

“Qiao…” Qi Xuanxuan stretched out her hand but got completely ignored. 

Qi Xuanxuan was both amused and exasperated when she saw the little stoic pridefully walk past her 

without even sparing a side glance. 

It was all her fault for being so unlucky and summoning the bear that Qiaoqiao couldn’t. Qiaoqiao was 

envious… 

“Cough!” Qi Xuanxuan ran after her while carrying her washbasin, still midway through wiping her face. 

She sweet-talked with a chuckle, “Qiaoqiao, let’s talk.” 

The little fellow gave a snort. She completely ignored Qi Xuanxuan’s bootlicking and continued walking 

away from her. 

Qi Xuanxuan: … 

She turned around and saw the little fatty and Duanmu Qing walking over with helpless expressions. 

Qi Xuanxuan carelessly wiped her face and set her washbasin on the ground. She looked at Duanmu 

Qing speechlessly and asked, “She didn’t talk to you guys?” 

“Didn’t you see for yourself earlier?” The little fatty rolled his eyes. “She completely ignored us.” 

“Puh.” Qi Xuanxuan couldn’t resist laughing. How come it was so comical when this little stoic acted 

capriciously. 

“You’re still laughing!” The little fatty glared at her and chided, “Be serious! You can’t laugh, I’m telling 

you. This issue is rather important.” 

“I won’t laugh.” Qi Xuanxuan cupped her hand over her mouth but still ended up guffawing again. 

Chapter 1818 Setting Out 

Three days later, the mentors were waiting for the students on Academy Peak bright and early. 

“Didn’t we agree to set out at 7 o’clock in the morning? Look at the time. Why haven’t any of them 

come yet?” Zhou Danjin groused. 

“Like I said, you went too easy on them!” Mentor Wei Xu snarked, “What do you mean, I’ll let you guys 

have a three-day vacation since the competition is about to start! What everybody has worked hard 

during this period of time! Ha ha, isn’t that what you said?” 

Zhou Danjin: … 

“Isn’t this because I saw that the students have gotten dog-tired? I thought that they would definitely 

not be in condition to train if they didn’t rest well.” 



Zhou Danjin added, “Besides, we can spare these three days when we look at their previous three 

months of training.” 

However, Mentor Wei Xu snorted, “You think so? If you don’t keep up the training and give them slack 

instead, look, they’ve gone missing!”/ please keep reading on MYB0XN0VEL(d0t)C0M. 

“They’re coming, they’re coming!” One of the other mentors hastily interrupted them when he saw that 

they were about to start quarreling 

Sure enough, Duanmu Qing, Qi Xuanxuan, and company sauntered over, fashionably late. 

“How come you’ve only come now?” Zhou Danjin barked in chagrin, “We said to assemble at 7 o’clock! 

How can we set out with all this dawdling?” 

“How do we get there.” 

“What do you mean, of course using your own two feet,” Zhou Danjin barked. 

“Doesn’t the academy have flying beasts?” Qi Xuanxuan inquired curiously, “They’re not going to take us 

to the wharf?” 

“Humph, in your dreams!” Zhou Danjin immediately turned her down. “Of course you have to rely on 

yourself! We mentors have planned…” 

“You arrive at our destination using your own abilities, but flying beasts are off-limits. As for Qiao Mu? 

She wants to summon her ancient phoenix? I’m telling you all, that is prohibited!!” Wei Xu rebuffed with 

a snort. 

“Alright, we can set out once everyone has assembled. I wonder if we can even make it to the wharf by 

today with all your dawdling.” 

“You want us to descend the peak ourselves and then fly all the way to the wharf??” Qi Xuanxuan stared 

at the mentors tongue-tied. 

“What else then? You think the academy will prepare a flying mount for you? Stop daydreaming!!” Zhou 

Danjin shot Qi Xuanxuan down. 

It wasn’t for any particular reason. Wei Xu had snubbed him earlier, so he could only take it out on the 

students, humph. 

Each and every one of them was so troublesome. Look, look, he had fought to give them a three-day 

vacation, yet this ended up making them lazy bones! 

“You’re sure you’re all fine?” The little fatty couldn’t help protesting, “From here to the wharf is three 

times the distance flying to Wengka City!” 

How would they be able to get there by dusk? 

These screwy mentors were up to their shenanigans again. 

Wei Xu responded with silence. 



Zhou Danjin’s expression had also turned solemn as he taunted with a snort, “What? This small difficulty 

has you guys scared? It’s only three Wengka Cities. You can’t fly with your present spiritual cultivator 

state?” 

No, it’s not that we can’t fly. It’s just that where is your conscience by drilling us like this? 

Doesn’t the academy clearly have flying beasts… right? 

“Where is Qiao Mu??” Wei Xu suddenly questioned gravely. The little lass broke away from the group 

again. 

As I said, that stoic face has no sense of teamwork and discipline! Look, she let people down at critical 

times. 

Chapter 1819 The Dog-Tired Children 

“I’m already here. Are you people blind?” A chilly voice suddenly came from overhead. 

Everybody looked up. 

Fr*ck, this little stoic was hovering above a tree while carrying a blue-and-white bag on her back. 

Furthermore, she really was already prepared for flight. 

The corner of Mentor Zhou’s eye jerked. “What are you doing carrying a bag?” 

“Going by the usual, don’t you screwy mentors like sealing other people’s mystic conscious before 

sending them off into the mountains?” 

How could I not prepare in advance knowing your tendencies? 

She had Paradise Planet, but she could not reveal it in front of everyone. Couldn’t she carry a bag as 

cover-up! 

Mentor Zhou silently rubbed his nose. “Mhm, you have made ample preparations.” 

“Qiaoqiao.” Qi Xuanxuan gave Qiao Mu a fawning smile, yet the little fellow turned a blind eye and faced 

Qi Xuanxuan with the back of her head. 

Everyone: “…” 

What should they do? They kept finding the little fellow more and more cute. It was clearly she who 

took out a wad of talismans and suggested for them to call forth summoned beasts. Yet her reaction was 

so hilarious after seeing them summon a bunch of ferocious beasts. She had actually ignored them for 

three days! 

This little fellow was probably thinking: It’s awfully annoying seeing you all want to get my attention. 

“Cough, Qiaoqiao. We still need to fly to the closest wharf later. There’s also still some distance to 

Wengka City. How about you come down first? We don’t want you to run out of spiritual energy in the 

middle of flying later.” 



It took a lot of energy to fly, consuming either mystic energy or spiritual energy. Of course, spiritual 

cultivators could fly further than mystic cultivators. 

Besides, spiritual cultivators expended less spiritual energy during flight compared to the amount of 

mystic energy mystic cultivators used while flying. 

That’s why Qi Xuanxuan, as a level-14 mystic cultivator, would probably have it worst. She was also most 

likely to be the one to run out of energy halfway. 

“Worry about yourself instead.” Qiao Mu looked at the little fatty indifferently before landing in front of 

Qi Xuanxuan with a swish. She then grabbed the latter’s hand before shooting into the air again with a 

swoosh. Afterwards, she took the lead in heading down Academy Peak./ please keep reading on 

MYB0XN0VEL(d0t)C0M. 

Yun Cong praised with a chortle as he watched the little fellow go. “What a spirited child.” 

Wei Xu and company looked at Dean Yun silently. They all criticized inwardly, it might be this Dean Yun 

who was the blind one. 

What kind of spirit were you talking about! 

How the hell did you see any kind of spirit from that stoic face? 

“Alright, let’s set out since we’re all here now.” None of the students paid attention to him and all took 

to the air, following Qiao Mu down the peak. 

Zhou Danjin: … 

Could you give him a teeny bit of respect? 

These traitors! 

“Ha, ha.” The fire spirit specialty mentor smoothed things over by saying, “Dean is correct. It’s a good 

thing that the children are spirited. Alright, let’s hurry and head down the mountain too.” 

After bidding Dean Yun farewell, the five spirit specialty mentors also hurried after the group of 

students. 

Wei Xu snorted, “These brats are flying so fast now, but they’re not taking into account their stamina.” 

Four hours later, the first to get exhausted was not Qi Xuanxuan but the little fatty. 

The others also descended with him seeing that he had fallen behind. They saw that the little fatty was 

flushed red and sweating profusely. 

“Qiao, Qiaoqiao. You, aren’t you flying, way too, effortlessly.” 

Chapter 1820 Jelly Beans 

Qiao Mu was also hauling another person along too! 

Qi Xuanxuan landed on the ground bewilderedly and gaped at Miss Qiao, muttering, “I, I haven’t used 

any mystic energy.” 



That’s right. She didn’t use any mystic energy. Miss Qiao had been pulling her along the entire time. 

Wasn’t this strange? 

Miss Qiao had been pulling a person along for four hours straight, but she wasn’t even out of breath! 

Wasn’t this too abnormal… 

Qiao Mu looked at them nonchalantly. “Are we still flying?” 

Wei Xu creased his brows and sized up the little lady. Logically speaking, it was impossible for her not to 

be tired after flying for four hours! 

Look at the little lady’s unchanged complexion, still fair and rosy. This left a bitter taste in his mouth! 

“Cough, how about we rest for 15 minutes so Hongwen can recover some of his spiritual energy?” 

Sweat flew off the little fatty’s face as he nodded. “Yes, yes, yes.” 

Qiao Mu naturally didn’t care. Since they said that they would rest, then she would too. 

Everybody couldn’t help feeling stifled when they saw her shutting her eyes without even saying 

anything. 

They wanted to ask her how come she wasn’t even panting after flying such a long distance? 

Shuntian Prefecture was extremely vast, but each city was far away from the next. 

They had already flown a long way from Wengka City, but it would take them another four to six hours 

to get to the wharf. 

Even though Duanmu Qing and the other senior students weren’t as dog-tired as the little fatty, they 

were weary. They had also expended a lot of their mystic energy. 

Lu Yu and Jiang Shaoxin each took out a bottle of spiritual-returning solution and guzzled down two 

mouthfuls. 

The mentors really had racked their brains to drill them. Riding hawks didn’t require any effort and 

would only take them four hours, yet… 

Qiao Mu immediately opened her eyes 15 minutes later. 

Everybody noticed that she took out a porcelain bottle and popped something that looked like a white 

jelly bean into her mouth. 

“Let’s fly?” Qiao Mu turned to look at the mentors. 

The fire spirit specialty mentor contorted his square face slightly before responding with a nod, “Mhm, 

you can go.” 

Qiao Mu pulled Qi Xuanxuan’s petite hand and took to the sky without another word! 

Everyone: “…” 

“I’ll be heading off first!” 



Everybody only saw the little lady pulling Qi Xuanxuan along and flitting off like a swallow over the 

horizon. She easily glided several dozen feet forward in the blink of an eye. 

After a few more seconds, the little lady actually vanished from sight! 

Everybody watched dumbstruck, and then they looked at each other. 

Finally, the fire spirit specialty mentor couldn’t hold it in anymore. He cleared his throat and asked, 

“Fellow mentors, do you not find that Qiao Mu, this lass, is flying a bit too… fast?” 

Did it not expend her spiritual energy? 

“Hurry up!” Zhou Danjin jumped up and chased after her in haste. 

If they, as mentors, lost out to a little lady in flying, wouldn’t that be too humiliating… 

The little fatty remarked bitterly, “How come I feel that Qiaoqiao isn’t expending spiritual energy to fly? 

She is most likely using another way, but she’s not telling us!” 

“That’s right.” Ma Ta immediately agreed. “No matter how you look at it, it’s fishy how this little fellow 

is flying so effortlessly.” 

“We should catch up to her and ask!” They quickly flew up while discussing. 

 


